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Lauren Kieffer Eventing is beyond grateful for your support and more than proud
to have you as part of our team! The saying, “it takes a village” cannot be
rendered enough, there are so many people involved that helps to keep this
amazing dream alive; Owners, Sponsors, Grooms, Vets, Farriers, Coaches,
Parents, Friends and Fans.
This season, like most seasons, has been filled with some highs and lows, the
take away is always the same; to put the horses first, to be better, to train harder,
and if our stars align, to win!
However, we have had some stand out performances so far this season and
would like to highlight on some of them! Veronica won the advanced at the Fork
in the spring before her second trek to Badminton where she was phenomenal
and finished in 9th place, it had been awhile since an American placed in the top
10. Vermiculus was 5th at Land Rover Kentucky and his stablemate Landmark’s
Monte Carlo was 18th. Vermiculus was named to the US WEG Team with
Veronica as his Reserve and Landmark’s Monte Carlo was named to the US
Team in Aachen, Germany.
The result at WEG was definitely a bit gutting, Vermiculus felt like an old pro, and
then a little bobble on take off and landing towards the latter part of the course
cut the dream short. Bug is in fine form and no worse for the wear and that is
most important, of course we can wish for a better result, but we will just fight
harder for the next one! Vermiculus will head to the CCI*** at Fairhill mid October
along with Landmark’s Monte Carlo and Paramount Importance, as well as I’ll
Have Another in the 5 Year Old Championships. Kim Cecere, the assistant rider,
will be riding Landmark’s Monaco in the CCI** and Landmark’s Vegas Vision in

the 4 year old Championships, she has become a real integral part of our
program and these horses in addition to everyone else that makes the barn go
round, we could not be more thankful.
For an update on horses; we’ve been lucky to have a few join the team this year,
Paramount Importance, a 2007 grey Holsteiner gelding owned by Ms. Mars,
Bishop de Selah, a 2009 grey Zweibrucker gelding owned by Jessica BortnerHarris and I’ll Have Another, a 2013 dark bay Latvian Warmblood gelding owned
by Brandye Randerman.
Between now and Fairhill there is Morven Park and Maryland Horse Trials for
some of the other horses to get out before we head to Fairhill and then south to
Ocala, FL for the winter.
From all of us here at Lauren Kieffer Eventing, we want to thank you all for being
apart of this journey and we are excited for the future as always!
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